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Study of mobile apps, privacy and consumer rights
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Outline of key findings

Appfail or Appwin?2

Present a recent consumer study of terms and 
technical aspects of mobile apps, framed in the 
context of the review of ePrivacy Directive:

1. Consent is flawed

2. Apps asks for more information than needed

3. Tracking is more than just cookies

4. Sharing with undisclosed third parties 

5. Deletion of data is difficult

= Recommendations
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1. Achieving informed and explicit 
consent difficult

Appfail or Appwin?3

*Snapchat launched new terms 1. April, where language and readbility is improved
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1. Unfair terms: unacceptable licences

Appfail or Appwin?4

By posting Content as part of the Service, you 
automatically grant to the Company, its 
affiliates, licensees and successors,
an irrevocable, perpetual, non-exclusive, 
transferable, sub-licensable, fully paid-up, 
worldwide right and license to (i) use, copy, 
store, perform, display, reproduce, record, play, 
adapt, modify and distribute the Content, (ii) 
prepare derivative works of the Content or 
incorporate the Content into other works, and 
(iii) grant and authorize sublicenses of the 
foregoing in any media now known or 
hereafter created. 

- Tinder Terms of Use
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1. Unfair terms rendering contracts and 
“consent” meaningless

“ […] you agree to follow and be bound by the 

Terms, which may be updated by Strava from time 

to time without notice to you. ”

– Strava Terms of Service

Appfail or Appwin?5
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1. Unfair terms rendering contracts and 
“consent” meaningless

Appfail or Appwin?6

*Endomondo and Myfitnesspal now promise advance notice in new terms
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2. Tracking: more than cookies

Appfail or Appwin?9
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2. Tracking: much easier on a phone

Appfail or Appwin?10

“Modern browsers have a geo-location API for determining 
the current location of a user. Users, however, have to 
accept location sharing every time the browser wishes to 
look up the users location. An app, on the other hand, only 
needs to ask for the permission once.”

15.07.2015: “VG partners with 3 advertisers to test location-based app”

Read more: http://www.inma.org/blogs/mobile-tablets/post.cfm/vg-partners-with-3-advertisers-to-test-location-based-app#ixzz40M1JeTU7

http://www.inma.org/blogs/mobile-tablets/post.cfm/vg-partners-with-3-advertisers-to-test-location-based-app#ixzz40M1JeTU7
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2. Tracking: «impossible» for consumer

to prevent

Appfail or Appwin?11

‐ 14 of 20 apps in our study have permission to access the 
IMEI (a unique device identifier).

‐ Location data and other personal data sent when app not 
in use. 

‐ IP-addresses and a combination of device technical 
characteristics are often enough to compute device and 
user fingerprints. 

‐ It is nearly impossible for users to see they are being 
tracked or manage/delete cookies. 

SINTEF report “Privacy in Mobile Apps” 2015 

(Commissioned by the Norwegian Consumer Council)
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3. Sharing information with third parties

Appfail or Appwin?12
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3. Sharing information with third parties

“Happn commits never to share your details 

with any other member or with any third party. 

Your e-mail address and your real identity are 

strictly confidential and will never be 

disclosed by Happn. ”

Appfail or Appwin?13
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Sharing information with third parties

‐ Happn Illustration

Appfail or Appwin?14
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3. Sharing information with third parties

Appfail or Appwin?16
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4. Deletion of data difficult

Appfail or Appwin?17

*Snapchat launched new terms 1. April, where language and readbility is improved
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5. Recommendations

Appfail or Appwin?18

1. A regulation that ensures a high level of consumer 
protection and complements the GDPR

2. Confidentiality, privacy by design and privacy by default
should be governing principles for all internet 
communications

3. New, clearer rules on the use of cookies and other 
types of tracking technologies

4. Strong, precise rules to restrict the use of location data

5. Cover other means of electronic marketing
communications beyond traditional email (e.g. 
messages exchanged via social media)
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Campaign #appfail

Appfail or Appwin?19

#appfail


